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As per the subject cited above, University has instructed to implement the following

conditions for the smooth functioning of the college without any allegations in future.

l) ln view of the recent communications from UGC New Delhi, further communicated to all the
colleges, the College directed not to hold any original certificates after verification and return
to the concerned student without any delay.

2) As the classes for even semesters were conducted till the end of the January 2017 with full time
and visiting faculty and the college failed to run the remaining classes from February,2OlZ for
want of teachers. Therefore college is instructed to immediately fill up the vacancies and
conduct the remaining classes in summer in coordination with University, conduct the
examinations before reopening of the college for the next academic year i.e.,2O'lZ-1g. This
action is essential to make up the semester of the students without any time loss.

3) The bonafide students those who wish to leave the college on transfer to any University are to
be facilitated as per rules in vogue.

4) The management of the college should take all necessary steps to pay the salaries to the faculty
regularly by depositing directly into their Bank accounts.

5) There are so many complaints on the behaviour of l/C Principal Mrs. Vijaya Suafra. tfre
Management is instructed to direct her to correct the behaviour as per the requirements of an
Educational Institution. Further, the management is instructed to appoint a full time principal

as per the requirement of BCI immediately. The Management and Administration of the
college are instructed to take all the measures to maintain cordial academic atmosphere
between administration, teachers and students.

6) The suspension of the cancellation of permission by the Hon'ble High Court was in the year
2007. which is very old and none of the respondents tried to vacate this suspension. The
period of validity of suspension is not clear. Therefore it is the responsibility of the
management of the College to get a fresh BCI affiliation until then the affiliation to the college
by MGU is suspended.

7) ln view of the above circumstances, the University is suspending the affiliation for one

.$-, academic year 2017-18 from immediate effect and Mean Time the College should get a fresh

," ;r( BCI recognition. However, the existing courses will continue to operate.
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The College is directed to follow these orders with immediate effect.
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To
The Principal/Secretary

Aurora's Legal Sciences lnstitute
Nalgonda.


